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OA.1 Robustness

Appendix Table A.2 shows that the baseline results from Setion IV are robust to several

hanges.

First, the standard pratie in muh of the �nane literature is to de�ne loal banking

markets at the level of the MSA or non-MSA ounty. Garmaise and Moskowitz (2006) argue

that this onvention has been driven by data availability, and that evidene suggests loal

markets are likely to be muh smaller.
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As this paper's identi�ation strategy relies on within-

ounty omparisons, this may be a onern if the results are driven by omparisons between

trats loated very far apart. Panel A shows the results are robust to rede�ning the relevant

market to be all Control trats loated with 25, 20, or even 15 miles.

Seond, the reporting threshold for CRA was inreased from $250 million to $1 billion in

2005, whih falls in the middle of the sample period. This is potentially a onern if the share

of banks within the $250 million - $1 billion range di�ers systematially between Exposed and

Control trats. Panel B, however, shows the results are robust to ontrolling for the trat-level

market share of banks who were exluded from CRA starting in 2005.

Third, I hek that the results are not driven by missing data. Setion II notes that the

proess of geooding the FDIC data results in a small fration of unmapped observations. These
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branh loations are neessarily dropped from my sample beause the data �elds required to

pinpoint their loation are missing. Column 6 in Appendix Table A.1 shows that the perentage

of unmapped observations in ounties exposed to the large bank mergers in my sample is muh

lower that what we observe in the full FDIC data, and Panel C of Appendix Table A.2 shows

that the baseline results are robust to dropping the top deile of Exposed ounties ranked

aording to their perentage of unmapped SOD observations.

2

Panel D shows the results are robust to rede�ning the Control group to inlude only trats

that had a branh from one of the banks that eventually went through a merger.

Finally, Appendix Table A.3 shows that the baseline results are robust to several subsampling

exerises and are not driven by outliers in the data. Spei�ation 2 drops observations where

the number of loans originated is 0. Spei�ations 3 and 4 remove the observations in the top

and bottom 5% of the distribution for annual loan originations (reall, as well, that the data

are already winsorized at the 1% level). Spei�ations 5 and 6 assess the impat of removing

the 5% smallest and largest trats, where trats are ranked aording to their level of small

business lending in 2000. Spei�ations 7 and 8 ondut the analogous exerise where trat size

is based on the average level of lending over all pre-merger years. The baseline results remain

stable aross these subsamples.

OA.2 Crisis Mergers

This setion examines the e�et of branh losings resulting from mergers that ourred during

the �nanial risis, whih are exluded from the baseline sample as they were fundamentally

very di�erent types of transations. As Appendix Table A.6 shows, the risis mergers were

aquisitions of failed institutions that involved heavy involvement from federal regulators (I

exlude mergers that ourred after 2009 as the data on outomes only extend to 2012). Of the

eight mergers inluded in this sample, �ve reeived diret �nanial assistane from the FDIC.

Even those that did not reeive �nanial assistane, suh as the 2008 aquisition of Wahovia

by Wells Fargo, drew substantial regulatory involvement and srutiny. In ontrast, none of the
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mergers in the baseline sample reeived FDIC assistane. As banks' post-merger behavior may

di�er in meaningful ways depending on the degree of regulatory srutiny they are subjeted to,

I examine these mergers separately.

Appendix Figure A.5 shows that the �rst stage for the exposure instrument still applies for

the 2008-9 risis mergers: Exposed trats are more likely to experiene branh losings relative

to Control trats in the period immediately after the merger. Appendix Table A.7, however,

shows there is no e�et of the losing on redit supply to loal small businesses. In fat, the

point estimates suggest loal small business lending inreases slightly in Exposed trats in the

post-losing period. As with the baseline results, there is no signi�ant e�et on loal mortgage

lending.

A potential explanation for the ontrast between these results and those obtained from the

baseline sample is that greater regulatory oversight of the 2008-9 mergers onstrained these

banks' post-merger behavior. Not only did the mergers themselves entail greater oversight, but

this was also a period when regulators would have been partiularly alert to any ations that

might restrit loal redit supply.

OA.3 Mortgage Results by Trat Median Inome

Setion IV.B.3 shows that the post-losing deline in small business lending is more severe in

marginalized neighborhoods. This setion examines whether the impat of losings on loal

mortgage lending varies by trat demographi - in partiular, by trat median inome.

Figure 4 shows losings have a very minimal impat on loal mortgage lending: originations

dip when the losing ours, but reover in step with the entry of a new branh. Appendix

Figure A.6 shows the results of separately estimating the e�ets of losings in trats with

median inome either above or below the sample median. The top left panel shows that below-

median trats are more heavily a�eted by a losing. These trats drive the overall pattern

in mortgage originations observed in Figure 4. Moreover, the top right panel shows the same

pattern is observed in mortgage appliations in below-median trats: appliations fall when the

losing ours, but reover shortly thereafter. Putting these together, the bottom panel shows
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mortgage approval rates in both above- and below-median inome trats are �at through the

treatment period.

Appendix Figure A.6 shows how the impat of losings on mortgage lending varies aross

trats with di�erent inome levels. Appendix Figures A.7 and A.8 examine whether, within low-

inome trats, there is variation in whih borrowers are more severely a�eted by the losing.

Both show that there is no meaningful hange in the average harateristis of who is applying,

and reeiving, mortgages after the losing.

These results suggest that low-inome trats tend to have mortgage markets that are more

loalized relative to those in wealthier neighborhoods and are, therefore, more vulnerable to

disruption when a loal branh loses. The disruption, however, does not appear to be driven by

the destrution of lending relationships. Within trats, there is no evidene that the borrowers

we would expet to be more dependent on relationships (i.e., low inome, minority, or less redit-

worthy borrowers) are disproportionately impated by a losing. Instead, the initial deline may

be related to apaity onstraints in lending, whih are alleviated when a new bank enters the

market.
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Appendix Figures

Figure A.1: Geographi Distribution of Exposed Counties
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Soure: FDIC, author's own alulations. Figure shows the geographi distribution of ounties used in the baseline sample.

The Exposed ounties are shaded in red. All other ounties are shaded aording to branh density, whih is branhes per

square mile.
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Figure A.2: Branh Closings in Buyer Only and Target Only Trats
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Soure: FDIC, author's own alulations. Figure plots the �rst stage relationship between exposure to onsolidation and

the inidene of branh losings where the treated group is trats that either had only Buyer branhes or only Target

branhes prior to the merger, obtained from estimating Equation 3. Bars show 95% on�dene intervals. τ = 0 is the year

the merger was approved by federal regulators, and all oe�ients are normalized relative to τ = −1. The vertial lines at

τ = −4 and τ = 6 denote the range over whih the panel is balaned. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty

level.

Figure A.3: Sample Distribution of Annual Loan Originations, Net of Fixed E�ets
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Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Figures show histograms of annual trat-level small business loan originations

from the estimation sample, net of trat and ounty-by-year �xed e�ets. The left plot shows the distribution in levels,

while the right plot shows the distribution in logs.
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Figure A.4: Redued Form E�et on Pries
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Soure: FFIEC, SBA, author's own alulations. Figure plots the redued form relationship between exposure to onsoli-

dation and interest rates on small business loans and mortgages, respetively, obtained from estimating Equation 3. The

left panel uses loan-level data from the SBA's 7(a) loan program, whih reports interest rates starting in 2005. The right

panel uses HMDA data, whih report the spread between the APR on a loan and the Treasury rate for loans with spreads

above a designated threshold. These data are available starting in 2004. Bars show 95% on�dene intervals. τ = 0 is the

year the merger was approved by federal regulators, and all oe�ients are normalized relative to τ = −1. Robust standard

errors are lustered at the ounty level.

Figure A.5: First Stage, Crisis Mergers
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Soure: FDIC, author's own alulations. Figure shows estimates of Equation 3 and plots the �rst stage relationship

between exposure to onsolidation and the inidene of branh losings using only the mergers shown in Appendix Table

A.6. Bars show 95% on�dene intervals. τ = 0 is the year the merger was approved by federal regulators, and all

oe�ients are normalized relative to τ = −1. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level.
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Figure A.6: Mortgage Results, Above- vs. Below- Median Inome
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Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Figure shows estimates of Equation 3 and plots the redued form relationship

between exposure to onsolidation and mortgage originations, appliations, and approval rates, respetively, for trats with

median inome above (blue irles) and below (red triangles) the sample median. The trat-level approval rate is the ratio

of originations to appliations. τ = 0 is the year the merger was approved by federal regulators, and all oe�ients are

normalized relative to τ = −1. The vertial lines at τ = −4 and τ = 6 denote the range over whih the panel is balaned.

Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level.

Figure A.7: Charateristis of Mortgage Appliations in Low-Inome Trats
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Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Figure shows estimates of Equation 3 and plots the redued form relationship

between exposure to onsolidation and harateristis of mortgage appliations in trats with median inome below the

sample median. The plots show results for average loan amount, along with inome and minority status of the appliant.

Bars show 95% on�dene intervals. τ = 0 is the year the merger was approved by federal regulators, and all oe�ients

are normalized relative to τ = −1. The vertial lines at τ = −4 and τ = 6 denote the range over whih the panel is

balaned. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level.
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Figure A.8: Charateristis of Mortgage Originations in Low-Inome Trats
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Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Figure shows estimates of Equation 3 and plots the redued form relationship

between exposure to onsolidation and harateristis of mortgage originations in trats with median inome below the

sample median. The plots show results for average loan amount, inome and minority status of the appliant, and probability

of having a positive rate spread on the loan. Bars show 95% on�dene intervals. τ = 0 is the year the merger was approved

by federal regulators, and all oe�ients are normalized relative to τ = −1. The vertial lines at τ = −4 and τ = 6 denote

the range over whih the panel is balaned. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level.

Figure A.9: RF E�ets on Lending, 2006-2007 Mergers
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Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Figure shows estimates of Equation 3 and plots the redued form relationship

between exposure to onsolidation and lending for mergers that were approved in 2006-2007. The top two panels show

results for small business lending, where the right panel exludes ounties whose peak-to-trough deline in employment over

the 2000s was more severe than in the median ounty. The bottom panel shows results for mortgage lending. Estimating

Equation 3 with the full set of baseline ontrols interated with year dummies as well as trat and ounty-by-year �xed

e�ets beomes infeasible one I restrit to the smaller sample assoiated with the 2006-2007 mergers. So the spei�ations

for small business and mortgage lending exlude the baseline ontrols for fration ollege-eduated and population density,

while the spei�ation exluding hard-hit ounties additionally drops the baseline ontrols for fration minority and branh

growth. Bars show 95% on�dene intervals. τ = 0 is the year the merger was approved by federal regulators, and all

oe�ients are normalized relative to τ = −1. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level.
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Appendix Tables

Table A.1: Geooding Summary Statistis

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Year Total Branhes Mapped Unmapped % Unmapped % Unmapped (MS)

1999 84,312 77,971 6,341 7.5 4.6

2000 85,492 79,713 5,779 6.8 3.9

2001 86,069 80,919 5,150 6.0 3.4

2002 86,578 82,001 4,577 5.3 2.7

2003 87,790 85,297 2,493 2.8 2.0

2004 89,784 87,598 2,186 2.4 1.7

2005 92,042 90,083 1,959 2.1 1.3

2006 94,752 93,016 1,736 1.8 1.1

2007 97,274 95,847 1,427 1.5 0.7

2008 99,163 98,211 952 1.0 0.4

2009 99,550 98,856 694 0.7 0.1

2010 98,520 97,812 708 0.6 0.1

2011 98,204 97,657 547 0.6 0.0

2012 97,337 96,774 563 0.6 0.1

Soure: FDIC, author's own alulations. Table shows summary statistis for the geooding proedure used to map

branh loations from the FDIC Summary of Deposits to their Census trat. Branh loations are geooded either

by plotting their latitude and longitude, or by mathing their street address to those stored in a GIS repository. The

former is used whenever possible, but latitude and longitude data are only available beginning in 2008 and an only

be mathed to a limited number of observations prior to that. As a result, in every year there are observations that

annot be mapped beause they have no lat/long data and their street address was either inomplete or invalid and

ould not be mathed to an address in the GIS repository. Column 5 shows the perentage of unmapped observations

in the full FDIC data. Column 6 shows the perentage of unmapped observations in the merger sample.
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Table A.2: Robustness Cheks

(1) (2)

δRF Obs.

Baseline -2.513 45,160

(0.909)

Panel A: Size of the Banking Market

25-Mile -2.031 87,697

(0.195)

20-Mile -2.127 81,946

(0.918)

15-Mile -1.944 71,329

(0.921)

Panel B: 2005 Reporting Change

Control: Share Exl. Banks -2.523 45,025

(0.909)

Panel C: Missing Data

Exlude Top Deile Counties -2.105 40,485

(0.968)

Panel D: Rede�ning the Control Group

Control: Buyer or Target Only -2.191 26,547

(0.947)

Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Table shows redued form estimates of Equation 4 where the dependent

variable is annual, trat-level small business loan originations. All spei�ations inlude the full set of baseline

ontrols interated with year dummies along with trat and ounty-by-year �xed e�ets. The �rst row is the

baseline estimate from Table 7. Panel A shows results from de�ning loal banking markets to be within-ounty

areas of varying size. Panel B shows results when ontrolling for the trat-level market share of banks who were

exluded from CRA reporting starting in 2005. Panel C shows results when dropping the top deile of ounties

ranked aording to their perentage of unmapped FDIC Summary of Deposits data. Panel D shows results when

rede�ning the Control group to inlude only trats that had a branh from one of the banks that eventually went

through a merger. See Appendix Setion A for details. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level and

are in parentheses.
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Table A.3: Removing Outliers

(1) (2) (3)

No. Loans $ Volume (000s) Obs.

1. Baseline -2.513 -206.7 45,160

(0.909) (77.91)

2. No. Loans = 0 -2.508 -206.4 45,138

(0.908) (77.86)

3. Bottom 5% of Obs. -2.319 -199.0 42,979

(0.893) (77.88)

4. Top 5% of Obs. -1.974 -203.9 42,915

(0.860) (77.09)

5. Small Trats (Year 2000 Levels) -2.594 -215.3 42,606

(0.935) (81.28)

6. Large Trats (Year 2000 Levels) -2.670 -215.3 43,682

(0.880) (78.79)

7. Small Trats (Avg. Pre-merger Levels) -2.486 -210.0 42,853

(0.921) (78.71)

8. Large Trats (Avg. Pre-Merger Levels) -2.233 -207.6 43,593

(0.919) (80.58)

Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Table shows redued form estimates of Equation 4 where the dependent

variable is annual, trat-level small business loan originations in Column 1 and the dollar volume of lending in

Column 2. All spei�ations inlude the full set of baseline ontrols interated with year dummies along with trat

and ounty-by-year �xed e�ets. Spei�ation 1 is the baseline estimate from Table 7. Spei�ations 2 and 3 drop

observations where the number of loans is in either the bottom or top 5% of the distribution. Spei�ations 5 and

6, respetively, drop the 5% smallest and 5% largest trats in the sample where trats are ranked aording to their

level of lending in the year 2000. Spei�ations 7 and 8, respetively, drop the 5% smallest and 5% largest trats in

the sample where trats are ranked aording to their average level of lending in the pre-merger years. See Appendix

Setion 1 for further details. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level and are in parentheses.
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Table A.4: Log Dependent Variables

(1) (2)

log(# Loans) log($ Volume (000s))

δRF -0.0242 -0.0284

(0.0110) (0.0168)

N 45,160 43,033

Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Table shows redued form estimates of Equation 4 where all olumns

inlude the full set of baseline ontrols interated with year dummies along with trat and ounty-by-year �xed

e�ets. The dependent variables are the logs of annual, trat-level small business loan originations and the dollar

volume of originations, respetively, and have been bottom-oded at 35 loans. Robust standard errors are lustered

at the ounty level and are in parentheses.

Table A.5: Redued Form E�et on Mortgages, by Mortgage Type

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Coe�ient Purhase HE Re� Purhase HE Re�

# Loans $ Volume (000s)

δRF -1.018 0.0630 0.300 -133.0 -40.20 259.3

(1.619) (0.162) (1.373) (305.5) (28.70) (388.9)

Obs. 45,505 45,505 45,505 45,682 45,682 45,682

Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Table presents redued form estimates of Equation 4, where the de-

pendent variable is mortgage originations, by mortgage type. Purhase are home purhase mortgages, HE are

home equity loans, and Re� are re�nanings. Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level and are in

parentheses.

Table A.6: Crisis Mergers

Buyer Target Year Approved FDIC Assistane

TD BankNorth Commere Bank 2008

JPMorgan Chase Bank Washington Mutual Bank 2008 X

Wells Fargo Bank Wahovia Bank 2008

U.S. Bank Downey Savings and Loan 2008 X

PNC Bank National City Bank 2008

Branh Banking and Trust Company Colonial Bank 2009 X

East West Bank United Commerial Bank 2009 X

Compass Bank Guaranty Bank 2009 X

Soure: FDIC. Table shows mergers that ourred during the �nanial risis. FDIC Assistane denotes those that

reeived �nanial assistane from the FDIC.
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Table A.7: RF and IV Estimates Using Crisis Mergers

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Small Business Loans Mortgages

# Loans $ Volume (000s) # Loans $ Volume (000s)

Panel A: RF

δRF 0.414 76.18 -2.858 -681.7

(0.957) (37.27) (2.386) (478.2)

Panel B: IV

δIV 2.972 542.0 -20.11 -4,897

(6.879) (286.9) (17.22) (3,679)

Baseline Mean 116.3 2,838 174.3 36,893

N 76,396 72,290 79,216 78,560

Soure: FFIEC, author's own alulations. Table shows redued form and IV estimates of Equation 4 using only

the mergers listed in Table A.6. All olumns inlude the full set of baseline ontrols interated with year dummies

along with trat and ounty-by-year �xed e�ets. The baseline mean is alulated for Exposed trats in τ = −1.

Robust standard errors are lustered at the ounty level and are in parentheses.
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